Circular Memo. RC/ENC(AW)/eGW/2012 /SDt: 13-11-2013

Sub:- Integration of paybill in to HRMS – Interaction with DDOs -Reg

Ref:- Arising

During the review of the Human Resources Management System, time lag is observed between updating of the data of transfers, leaves in the HRMS etc., due to which the administration is unable obtain correct reports from HRMS. To bring the HRMS to live status, it is felt necessary to incorporate generation of paybills through the HRMS.

In this connection, an attempt has been made in the Engineer-in-Chief(AW) and during the course of implementation it is felt to generalize the Pay bill duly bringing in the following services:

1. Sanction of Annual Grade Increments
2. Sanction of various types of leaves
3. Generation of arrear bills
4. Service to generate form 16 and 24Q
5. Integration of paybill with leaves, increments etc.

In this connection, an interactive session is proposed in the fore noon session on 19-11-2013 from 11.00 AM to 1.30 PM, in Board of Chief Engineers conference room, First Floor, Jalasoudha, with the NTPA/DDOs, Superintendent, Senior Assistant or Junior Assistant who are dealing the salary bills /bills in the circles/units attached to this circular. The above mentioned designated members, max three members from each circle/unit shall attend the meeting with formats of different bills, and a photostat copy of pay bills preferably latest pay bill. You may please contact Sri PVSSVP Raju, Dy.EE (Mobile No: 8978300426 ) for any clarifications.

Sd/- L. Narayan Reddy, 13-11-2013
Engineer-in-Chief(AW)

To:
1  Chief Accounts officer
2  Engineer-in-Chief(AW)
3  Engineer-in-Chief(IW)
4  Engineer-in-Chief (Irrigation)
5  Engineer-in-Chief, ISPP, Dowlaishwaram
6  Chief Engineer, NSP Camp office
Chief Engineer, Hydrology
Chief Engineer, IS&WR
Chief Engineer, Minor Irrigation
Chief Engineer, Central Designs Organization.
SE, Designs Circle, PCSS Designs Circle
Irrigation circle, Hyderabad
Irrigation circle, Vijayawada
Irrigation Circle, Kurnool
AVRHNSS Circle-I, Kurnool

Copy to the Superintending Engineer, P&M Cell with a request to reserve the BOC Hall on the above date.

Copy to Deputy Executive Engineer(CC) for placing the circular on the website.

for Engineer-in-Chief(AW)